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THE INVERSE SCATTERING PROBLEM FOR A
HYPERBOLIC SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER n

EQUATIONS ON A SEMI-AXIS WITH n� 1 EQUAL
VELOCITIES

AbstractIn the paper the inverse scattering problem is studied for a hyperbolic systemof �rst order n equations on a semi { axis with n�1 equal velocities. A theoremon uniqueness of the inverse problem is proved and algorithm of renewal ofcoe�cients is given with respect to the scattering operator.
1. Nonstanionary scattering problem. On a semi { axis x � 0 let's considera hyperbolic system of n � 3 di�erential equations, of the �rst order of the form

@ k (x; t)@t � @ k (x; t)@x = ukn (x; t) N (x; t) ; k = 1; 2; :::; n� 1;
@ n (x; t)@t + @ n (x; t)@x = n�1X

j=1ukj (x; t) j (x; t) : (1)
The coe�cients of a system of equations (1) are measurable complex valuedfunctions and satisfy the conditions

jukj (x; t)j � c (1 + jxj)�1�" (1 + jtj)�1�" : (2)
For a hyperbolic system of two equations of the �rst order on a whole of axisand on a semi { axis the inverse problem was studied in the papers of L.V. Nizhnik[1,2], for a hyperbolic system of n � 3 equations of the �rst order on the whole ofthe axis with di�erent velocities in [2,3].For a hyperbolic system of n = 3 equations for �1 = �2 > �3 the inverse scatteringproblem on the whole of axis and on semi { axis was studied in [4,5]. The directscattering problem for system (1) was studied in [6]. Here, the transformationoperators are constructed as well.n � 1 scattering problems were considered on a semi-axis. For the k - th(k = 1; 2; :::; n� 1) problem it is required to �nd the solution of system (1) satisfyingcondition  kn (0; t) =  kk (0; t) ; k = 1; 2; :::; n� 1; (3)

and as x! +1 having the following asymptotics
 ki (x; t) = ai (t+ x) + o (1) ; ai (s) 2 L1 (E) ; i; k = 1; 2; :::; n� 1; (4)

in L1 (E2) (E = (�1;1) where ai (x+ t) (i = 1; 2; :::; n� 1)) are the given in-cident waves.In the paper [6] it is proved for  kn (x; t) as x! +1 it is valid the asymptoticrepresentation
 kn (x; t) = bi (t� x) + o (1) ; bk (s) 2 L1 (E) ; k = 1; 2; :::; n� 1: (5)
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The operator S transferring a (s) = (a1 (s) ; :::; an�1 (s)) to b (s) == (b1 (s) ; b2 (s) ; :::; bn�1 (s)) is said to be a scatting operator on a semi { axisby joint consideration of n� 1 problems.
2. Properties of the scattering operator. Integral representations ofVolterra type solutions are very important by solving the inverse scattering problem.Any solution of system (1) on a semi { axis is expressed by the vector function

g1 (t) = f 1 (0; t) ;  2 (0; t) ; :::;  n (0; t)g;
gk (t) = fa1 (t) ; :::; ak�1 (t) ;  k (0; t) ; :::;  n (0; t)g; (2 � k � n) ;

gn+1 (t) = fa1 (t) ; :::; an�1 (t) ; b (t)g;
gn+k (t) = f 1 (0; t) ; :::;  k�1 (0; t) ; ak (t) ; :::; an�1 (t) ; b (t)g (2 � k � n� 1) ;

g2n = f 1 (0; t) ; :::;  n�1 (0; t) ; b (t)g;as follows [6]:
 i (x; t) = g1i (t+ �ix) +

t+xZ
t�x

nX
j=1A

1ij (x; t; s) g1j (s) ds; (61)

 i (x; t) = gni (t+ �ix) +
t+xZ
�1

nX
j=1A

kij (x; t; s) gkj (s) ds; (2 � k � n� 1) ; (6k)

 i (x; t) = gni (t+ �ix) +
t+xZ
�1

n�1X
j=1A

nij (x; t; s) gnj (s) ds+
t�xZ
�1A

nin (x; t; s) gnn (s) ds; (6n)

 i (x; t) = gn+1i (t+ �ix) +
+1Z
t+x

n�1X
j=1A

n+1ij (x; t; s) gn+1j (s) ds+

+t�xZ
�1A

n+1in (x; t; s) gn+1n (s) ds; (6n+1)

 i (x; t) = gn+ki (t+ �ix) +
+1Z
t+x

n�1X
j=1A

n+kij (x; t; s) gn+kj (s) ds+

++1Z
t�xA

n+kin (x; t; s) gn+kn (s) ds (2 � k � n� 1) ; (6n+k)

 i (x; t) = g2ni (t+ �ix) +
+1Z
t+x

n�1X
j=1A

2nij (x; t; s) g2nj (s) ds+ +1Z
t�xA

2nin (x; t; s) g2nn (s) ds;
(62n)where �1 = �2 = ::: = �n�1 = 1; �n = �1:.
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Theorem 1. Let the coe�cients of system (1) satisfy conditions (2). Then the

scattering operator S admits the right factorization

S =
0
BB@

I +An+1n;n+ �An+11;n+ 0 ::: 00 I +An+1n;n+ �An+12;n+ ::: 0::: ::: ::: :::0 0 ::: I +An+1n;n+ �An+1n�1;n+

1
CCA
�1
�

�
0
BB@

I +An+111� �An+1n1� An+112� �An+1n2� ::: An+11;n�1� �An+1n;n�1�An+121� �An+1n1� I +An+122� �An+1n2� ::: An+12;n�1 �An+1n;n�1�::: ::: ::: :::An+1n�1;1� �An+1n;1� An+1n�1;2� �An+1n;2� ::: I +An+1n�1;n�1� �An+1n;n�1

1
CCA (7)

and the operator S11 admits the two-sided factorization:

S11 = (I +An+1n;n+ �An+11;n+)�1 �I +An+111� �An+1n1�� ; (8)
S11 = (I +An+2n;n�)�1 �I �An+2n1�� �I +An11+� ; (9)

where

A+f (t) =
tZ
�1A (t; s) f (s) ds; A�f (t) =

+1Z
t A (t; s) f (s) ds:

Proof. Allowing for boundary condition (3), from integral representation (6n+1)we have b1 = (I +An+1n;n+ �An+11;n+)�1 ��I +An+111� �An+1n1�� a1+
+ �An+112� �An+1n2�� a2 + :::+ �An+11;n�1� �An+1n;n�1�� an�1i ;

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
bk = �I +An+1n;n+ �An+1k;n+��1 ��An+1k1� �An+1n1�� a1 + �An+1k2� �An+1n2�� a2 + :::+

+ �I +An+1kk �An+1nk � ak + :::+ �An+1k;n�1� �An+1n;n�1�� an�1i ;
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

bn�1 = �I +An+1n;n+ �An+1n�1;n+��1 h�An+1n�1;1� �An+1n;1�� a1+
+�An+1n�1;2� �An+1n2�� a2 + :::+ �I +An+1n�1;n�1� �An+1n;n�1��i :

Hence from de�nition of operator S we get (7). Equality (8) follows from (7).Prove equality (9).From representation (6n) and (6n+2) for a2 = a3 = ::: = an�1 = 0 and  1n (0; t) = 11 (0; t) we have  11 (0; t) = �I +An11+� a1;
 11 (0; t) = �I �An+2n1���1 �I +An+2nn�� b1:

Hence b1 = �I +An+2nn���1 �I �An+2n1�� �I +An11+� a1;
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i.e. S11 = �I +An+2nn���1 �I �An+2n1�� �I +An11+� :

The theorem is proved.
3. The inverse scattering problem. This problem for system (1) is in�nding the coe�cients ukn (x; t) ; unk (x; t) (k = 1; 2; :::; n� 1) :.The inverse scattering problem on a semi-axis is reduced to the inverse problemfor system (1) on the whole of axis with additional condition that the coe�cients forx < 0 equal zero. This problem was studied in (7) in detail. Here scattering dataare also introduced.Theorem 2. Let the operator S be a scattering operator for system (1) with

coe�cients ukn (x; t) ; unk (x; t) (k = 1; 2; :::; n� 1) satisfying condition (2). Then,

the scattering operator on the whole of axis

0
BB@

I +An+111� An+112� ::: An+11;n�1� An+11;n+An+121� I +An+122� ::: An+12;n�1� An+12;n+::: ::: ::: :::An+1n1� An+1n2� ::: An+1n;n�1� I +An+1n;n+

1
CCA (10)

is uniquely expressed by the elements of the scattering operator S and by factorization

elements.Proof. Using M.G. Krein theory on factorization of Fredholm operators, from(2) we �nd the factorization factors
An+1nn+ �An+1kn+ = Ckn+;

An+1k;1� �An+1n1� = dk1�; An+1k2� �An+1n2� = dk2�; (11)
An+1k;n�1� �An+1n;n�1� = dk;n�1�; k = 1; 2; :::; n� 1:

Their number is n� 1 + (n� 1) (n� 1) = (n� 1)n. Hence we get
An+1kn+ = An+1nn+ � Ckn+;

An+1n1� = An+111� �d11�; An+1k1� = An+111� +dk1��d11�; k = 2; :::; n�1 (k 6= 1; n) ; (12)
An+1n2� = An+122� � d22�;

An+1k2� = An+122� + dk2� � d22�; k = 1; 3; :::; n� 1 (k 6= 2; n) ;
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
An+1n;n�1� = An+1n�1;n�1� � dn�1;n�1�;

An+1k;n�1� = An+1n�1;n�1� + dk;n�1� � dn�1;n�1�; k = f1; 2; :::; ng n fn� 1; ng:
Allowing for these values in equality (6n+1) we get:

 1 (0; t) = �I +An+111�� a1 + �An+122� + d12� � d22�� a2 + :::+
+�An+1n�1;n�1� + d1;n�1� � dn�1;n�1�� an�1 + �An+1nn+ � C1n+� b;
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::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

 k (0; t) = �An+111� + dk1� � d11�� a1 + �An+122� + dk2� � d22�� a2 + :::+
+�An+1n�1;n�1� + dk;n�1� � dn�1;n�1�� an�1 + �An+1nn+ � Ckn+� b;

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
 n (0; t) = �An+111� � d11�� a1 + �An+122� � d22�� a2 + :::+

+�An+1n�1;n�1� � dn�1;n�1�� an�1 + �I +An+1nn+� b: (13)
1. Let a2 = :::an�1 = 0. Then it follows from (13)

 11 (0; t) = �I +An+111�� a1 + �An+1nn+ � C1n+� b1;
and from representations (6n)

 11 (0; t) = �I +An11+� a1:
Thus, I +An+111� + �An+1nn+ � C1n+�S11 = I +An11+or An+111� + �An+1nn+ � C1n+�S11 = An11+:Hence

An+111� + �An+1nn+ � C1n+� (I + C1n+)�1 (I + dn1�) = An11+: (14)
Here An11+ is found from factorization (9), and C1n+ and dn1� is found from (11).From (14)
An+111� (1 + dn1�)�1 + �An+1nn+ � C1n+� (I + C1n+)�1 = An11+ (I + dn1�)�1 : (15)
Solving this equation we �nd

An+111� = [An11+ (I + dn1�)�1]� (I + dn1�) ;
An+1nn+ = C1n+ + [An11+ (I + dn1�)�1]+ (I + C1n+) : (16)

Similarly, from the equalities (13) for
a1 = ::: = ak�1 = ak+1 = ::: = an�1 = 0;

 kk (0; t) = �I +An+1kk�� ak + �An+1nn+ � Ckn+� bk;
from the representations (6n)

 kk (0; t) = �I +Ankk+� ak:
Hence �I +An+1kk�� ak + �An+1nn+ � Ckn+� bk = �I +Ankk+� akor An+1kk� + �An+1nn+ � Ckn+�Skk = Ankk+:
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As a result we �nd

An+1kk� = � ��An+1nn+ � Ckn+�Skk�� (k = 2; 3; :::; n� 1) : (17)
The theorem is proved.The next theorem follows from theorem 2.Theorem 3. Let the coe�cients of system (1) satisfy conditions (2). Then by

the scattering operator S on a semi { axis the coe�cients ukn (x; t) and unk (x; t)(k = 1; 2; :::; n� 1) are determined uniquely.
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